Part One: Many Voices Demand New Look

Old Abortion Laws Under Attack

One-Man Pirate Crew Steals Ship

Communists Predicting Escalation

Traffic Kills Two Sooners

Reds To Get 'Pressure'

LBJ, Vietnam Allies Begin Council Of War

Fleeing Robber Slain

Norkic's Wording

Campaign Slogan Hit

The Inside News

The Paper That Tells South Oklahomans
Newspapers Criticized
By Students

"The press is of the people, by the people, and for the people," George R. Foster, editor of the Princeton Daily Princetonian, said in a speech to the Student Government Association at the University of Michigan. Foster said that because of the student newspaper's lack of a publicistic relationship to the rest of the student body, it is "a means of inculcating in the student a distorted viewpoint of the world."

Campaign

THE CITY OF MUNICH, GERMANY. Oct 23.--Stations of the police were set up in the immediate vicinity of the Nazi headquarters and the Gestapo headquarters, and in the immediate vicinity of the Nazi leader's residence. The police assume that the headquarters is a place where the Gestapo is trying to concentrate all the power of the state, and they have decided to break up the headquarters in the immediate vicinity of the Gestapo headquarters. The police are now in the process of evacuating people from the Gestapo headquarters, and they are expected to complete their evacuation before 8:00 a.m. tomorrow. The police are also evacuating people from the Nazi headquarters, and they are expected to complete their evacuation before 9:00 a.m. tomorrow. The police are now in the process of evacuating people from the Gestapo headquarters, and they are expected to complete their evacuation before 8:00 a.m. tomorrow. The police are also evacuating people from the Nazi headquarters, and they are expected to complete their evacuation before 9:00 a.m. tomorrow.

Ex-Senator Dies At 87
Washington, D.C.--(AP) -- Ex-Senator Dies At 87.

Infant Dies; Autopsy Set

Show Goes On Despite Fire

French Report Pro-French Vote

Rains Give Little Relief

City Police Make Raids

Mrs. Muse Rites Set For Wednesday

Dr. Margo Rites Set

Ex-Basketball Star Dies In Auto Crash

Mrs. Johnson Rites Tuesday

Penney's Specially Priced!

Gigantic Manufacturers Close-Out on Our Girls Carol Evans Dresses!

You don't have to be a Liberty Bank customer to have a LIBERTYCARD — and besides LIBERTYCARD is free.
NORMAN ELECTION CANDIDATES

16 Seeking Beauty Title
Eye Banks Seek Aid

Montgomery Ward
One Day Sale
MONDAY ONLY!

Buy 2, Save 2.34
Little girls' dresses now spring separates

Boys' Dress Shirts - SAVE
Special Short sleeve dress shirts for men

Suits Are Great For Easter!
2 and 3-Piece Dresses In Easter-Fresh Hues
For Misses; Juniors!

Choose Pastels For Your Little Girl

Wards vinyl asbestos tile

SAFETY A FILM
Editorials

Social Security Scrutinized

The United States Social Security Administration is facing budgetary constraints, and the Social Security Trust Fund is under scrutiny. The funding for Social Security is crucial for retirement benefits for millions of Americans. The current economic conditions are affecting the long-term sustainability of the program.

Norick: Dedication and Passion

Mayor Jim Norick is dedicated to serving the city of Oklahoma City. His commitment to the community is evident in his leadership. He has a strong vision for the future and is working towards improving the city's infrastructure and quality of life.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

The PEOPLE's Voice is an open forum for residents to express their opinions and concerns. It provides a platform for community members to engage in dialogue and share their thoughts on local issues.

State Editors Say

Local and state editors discuss various topics, including education, economic development, and community events. These opinions reflect the perspectives of different regions and provide insights into the diverse issues affecting the state.

Paying Taxes And Liking It

There's an opinion piece on the importance of taxation and how it can positively impact the community. The author argues that a well-funded education system is essential for the future of the state.

Garrison After Publicity?

There is a discussion about the potential impact of media attention on the Garrison project. The article considers the role of public perception in shaping the project's development.

Thought

A reflection on the importance of critical thinking and the role it plays in personal and professional development. The piece encourages readers to question assumptions and consider multiple perspectives.

CHANGE

From SLATE government to STRAIGHT government

Put honest, sincere, dedicated Jim Norick back in city hall—the man who will work for you, not just a committee!

Jim Norick is our choice for Mayor
Mrs. West To Fete Pianists

Coffeepot, the popular piano duet partnership of Martha West, will give the afternoon in the gymnasium and Junior Banquet dinner as a gesture of friendship to Mrs. Robert Studer, and their daughter, Mrs. Robert Bucy, in preparation for the coming of Mrs. Studer and her daughter, to Sheboygan.

Dr. Hattie Ziller, music director, will give the concert, and the program will be sung by Mrs. Studer and her daughter, Mrs. Bucy, in preparation for their coming to Sheboygan.
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Symphonically Speaking

Three Soloists To Sing Here

The Los Angeles Opera today announced the program for the season, which will be presented in the Music Hall.

The program will be sung by Mrs. Studer and her daughter, Mrs. Bucy, in preparation for their coming to Sheboygan.
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Symphony Sabotage

"Festival of Arts, '67" To Be Staged In April

The Los Angeles Opera today announced the program for the season, which will be presented in the Music Hall.

The program will be sung by Mrs. Studer and her daughter, Mrs. Bucy, in preparation for their coming to Sheboygan.
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"Festival of Arts, '67" To Be Staged In April
Couples Exchange Vows In Mid-March Ceremonies

Blue Stockings To Meet For Review

Handsome accessories... perfect finishing touches for your Easter costume!
Houston Has Hayes, High Hopes

By N.C. P. The

Four Games Left For Blazers

The Blazers have a four-game lead over Portland. The home game in the series is tonight.

Sikes Wins Jacksonville Open Purse

U.S. Grant Owns Four Best Marks

Smoot, Hayes Beat Ex-Fourball Kings

Fourball Results

89ers Lose To Amarillo

Three Illinois U. Coaches Resign

U.S. Grant won his fourth best mark in the 40 best men's putts of the year for the fourth consecutive year. He equaled a record set in 1957. Grant won his fourth best mark in the 40 best men's overall throws of the year for the fourth consecutive year. He equaled a record set in 1957.

Smoot, Hayes Beat Ex-Fourball Kings

OBU At End Of An Era?
Close Race Forecast
In College Baseball

The Predicted Finish

Holy Week To Feature
Dr. Booth

Plenty Of Questions

The Oklahoma Journal, Monday, March 25, 1963

Jackson's Coaches
Hit Wins To Play
For Astros Magicians

Fourball

Team Prospects

Composite Slate

Weather Word
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